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Paula and Tom McGowan
It was back in June 2018 that Autism Eye first covered the campaign
that Paula McGowan has led for health professionals to undergo
compulsory training in autism and learning disabilities. It followed the
death of her 18-year-old son, Oliver, after doctors dismissed the
family’s warnings and gave him antipsychotic medication, despite

Norway now sold out
- new date added

family’s warnings and gave him antipsychotic medication, despite
medical records showing he had an intolerance to such drugs.
The photographs of Oliver – who had mild autism, epilepsy and
learning difficulties – lying on his hospital bed that we published in the
autumn 2018 issue of Autism Eye Magazine are heartbreaking. How
much worse must it have been for his parents, Paula and Tom, to
have been there to see it all happen?
But Paula and Tom turned the grief and anger they must have
felt into a tireless focus on creating positive change in Oliver’s name.
And now their efforts have paid off, with the Oliver McGowan
Mandatory Training in Learning Disability and Autism programme
becoming law (see the news story, above).
The training is designed to help health and care staff understand
unconscious bias against people with learning disabilities and autism
and thereby provide better care. It is scheduled to be rolled out next
year to 3.7 million NHS staff.
Our photograph shows Tom and Paula outside Buckingham
Palace earlier this month, with Paula wearing the OBE she received
that day for her campaigning. Tom is by her side, as he has been
throughout their fight. Our huge admiration goes out to them both.
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Autism obsessions and
fixations

Autism & obessions (and
does AHDH interfere?)

Craig Kohn, diagnosed with

Willow Hope, who is on the

Asperger’s syndrome, talks

autism spectrum, talks

about autism obessions and

revealingly about the way

fixations and what they are

obsessions affect her

Feature

Journey to a diagnosis
An accurate diagnosis of autism can be life-changing for children and
adults. Without one, the needs of those on the spectrum are left
unmet, with far-reaching consequences. Fiona McNeill talks to
experts about setting out to gain a diagnosis and what it means for
families
Read More

